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Abstract. The stability problem of the bi-additive functional equation 

),( 22211211 xxxxf ++ ∑ ∈
=

}2,1{, 21
21 21

),(
ii ii xxf  has been studied by Krzysztof Ciepliński. In this paper, 

we will investigate the stability of the bi-additive functional equation on a restricted domain. 

Introduction 
The stability problem of functional equations originated from the stability problem of group 
homomorphisms which was presented by S.M. Ulam [1] in 1940. In 1941, Hyers [2] became the first 
mathematician to give an affirmative partial answer to this question. In 1978, Th.M. Rassias [3] took 
account of the unbounded Cauchy difference in Hyers’ theorem and then obtained the results for linear 
mappings. The result of Rassias has played an important role in the development of the 
Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability phenomenon. Since then numbers of papers on the stability problem for 
various function equations have been published (See [4,5] and references therein). 

Throughout this paper, let X  be a complex normed space and let Y  be a complex Banach space.  
Definition 1.1. A mapping YXf →2:  is called a bi-additive mapping if f  satisfies the system of 

equations 
),(),(),( 21122111211211 xxfxxfxxxf +=+ , 
),(),(),( 22112111222111 xxfxxfxxxf +=+ , 

Xxxxx ∈22211211 ,,, .                                                                                                                                        (1.1) 
Lemma 1.1. A function YXf →2:  satisfies (1.1) if and only if it satisfies the functional equation 

∑ ∈
=++

}2,1{, 2122211211
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),(),(
ii ii xxfxxxxf , Xxxxx ∈22211211 ,,, .                                            (1.2) 

Krzysztof Ciepliński [6] contributed to the stability problem of the multi-additive functional equation, 
when 2=n  we give the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.1.[6] Let V  be a commutative semigroup with an identity element and W  be a Banach 
space. Assume also that ),0[: 4 ∞→Vϕ  is a mapping such that  
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If WVf →2:  is a function satisfying  
),,,(||),(),(|| 22211211}2,1{, 2122211211

21 21
xxxxxxfxxxxf

ii ii ϕ≤−++ ∑ ∈
, 

for all 4
22211211 ),,,( Vxxxx ∈ , then there exist a unique bi-additive mapping WVF →2:  such that 

),,,(||),(),(|| 2121111121112111 xxxxxxFxxf Ψ≤− , 2
2111 ),( Vxx ∈ . 

The function F  is given by  
)2,2(lim),( 21114

1
2111 xxfxxF nn

n
n

∞→
= , 2

2111 ),( Vxx ∈ . 

In 1994, F. Skof [7] proved an important result on Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of functional 
equation on a restricted domain. In 1998 S.M. Jung [8] investigated the Hyers-Ulam stability of 
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additive and quadratic mappings on restricted domains. The next year, Bogdan Batko and Jacek Tabor 
[9] proved the result on the stability of an alternative Cauchy equation on a restricted domain. In 2013, 
Yang-Hi Lee [10] solved the stability problem for the quadratic-additive type functional equation on a 
restricted domain. In this paper, we will investigate the stability of the bi-additive functional equation 
on a restricted domain. 

Main results 

Theorem 2.1. Let 0>d  and 0≥δ  be given. Assume that a function YXf →2:  satisfies the 
inequality 

δ≤−++ ∑ ∈
||),(),(||

}2,1{, 2122211211
21 21ii ii xxfxxxxf ,                                                                                  (2.1) 

for all Xxxxx ∈22211211 ,,,  with dxx ≥+ |||||||| 1211  and dxx ≥+ |||||||| 2221 . Then there exists a 
unique bi-additive function YXF →2:  such that  

δ3
25

2121 ||),(),(|| ≤− xxfxxF ,                                                                                                                (2.2) 
for all Xxx ∈21 , . 

Proof: Assume dxx <+ |||||||| 1211  and dxx ≥+ |||||||| 2221 . If 01211 == xx , then we choose a 
Xp ∈1  with dp =|||| 1 . Otherwise, let 11111 ||)||/1( xxdp +=  for |||||||| 1211 xx ≥  or 

12121 ||)||/1( xxdp +=  for |||||||| 1211 xx < . Clearly, we see 
dppxx ≥+−+ ||2||||2|| 111211 ,  

dppxx ≥+−+ ||||||2|| 111211 ,  
dpxx ≥−+ |||||||| 11211 ,  

dppx ≥+− ||2|||||| 1112 , 
dpx ≥+ |||||||| 112 .                                                                                                                                          (2.3) 

From (2.1), (2.3), and the relation 
∑ ∈

−++
}2,1{, 2122211211

21 21
),(),(

ii ii xxfxxxxf  

),2(),( 211121122211211 xpxxfxxxxf −+−++=
),2(),2(),2( 2212112211211 xpfxpfxpxxf −−−+−  

),2(),([ 2111211222111211 xpxxfxxpxxf −+−+−+−  
)],(),(),2( 2212112211211 xpfxpfxpxxf −−−+−  

),(),(),( 22112111222111211 xxfxxfxxpxxf −−+−++   
),(),( 2211221112 xpxfxpxf −−−−  

),2(),2(),([ 2212112221112 xpfxpfxxpxf −−++−  
)],(),( 2211221112 xpxfxpxf −−−−  
),(),( 2112221112 xpfxxpxf −+++  

),(),(),( 22122112221 xxfxxfxpf −−− , 
we get 

δ5||),(),(||
}2,1{, 2122211211

21 21
≤−++ ∑ ∈ii ii xxfxxxxf .                                                                                (2.4) 

Thus the inequality (2.4) holds true for all 11x , Xx ∈12  and dxx ≥+ |||||||| 2221 . 
Assume dxx <+ |||||||| 2221 . If 02221 == xx , then we choose a Xp ∈2  with dp =|||| 2 . Otherwise, 

let 21212 ||)||/1( xxdp +=  for |||||||| 2221 xx ≥  or 22222 ||)||/1( xxdp +=  for |||||||| 2221 xx < . Clearly, 
we see 

dppxx ≥+−+ ||2||||2|| 222221 , 
dppxx ≥+−+ ||||||2|| 222221 ,  

dpxx ≥−+ |||||||| 22221 , 
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dppx ≥+− ||2|||||| 2222 , 
dpx ≥+ |||||||| 222 .                                                                                                                               (2.5) 

From (2.5), (2.4), and the relation 
∑ ∈

−++
}2,1{, 2122211211

21 21
),(),(

ii ii xxfxxxxf  

)2,(),( 222211122211211 pxxxfxxxxf −+−++=  
)2,()2,()2,( 2122112222112 pxfpxfpxxxf −−−+−

)2,(),([ 2222111222211211 pxxxfpxxxxf −+−−++−  
)],()2,(),( 2122222112211 pxfpxxxfpxf −−+−−

),(),(),( 222112111222211211 pxxfxxfpxxxxf −−−−+++  
),(),( 222122112 pxxfxxf −−−  

),()2,(),([ 222112112221211 pxxfpxfpxxxf −−−++−  
)],()2,( 22212212 pxxfpxf −−−  

),(),( 22112221211 xxfpxxxf −+++  
),(),(),( 2122112212 pxfpxfxxf −−− , 

we get 
δ25||),(),(||

}2,1{, 2122211211
21 21

≤−++ ∑ ∈ii ii xxfxxxxf .                                                                             (2.6) 

Thus the inequality (2.6) holds true for all 11x , 12x , 21x , Xx ∈22 . 
Fix 2

1211 ),( Xxx ∈ . Putting 21 ii xx =  for }2,1{∈i  in (2.6) we get 
δ25||),(4)2,2(|| 21112111 ≤− xxfxxf . 

Dividing both sides of the above inequality by 14 +n  and replacing 1ix  by 12 i
n x  for }2,1{∈i  we see that  
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Letting ∞→m  in (2.7) we see that 0||)2,2()2,2(|| 21114
1

21114
1 →− xxfxxf mmnn

mn . Hence, the 

Hyers-Ulam sequence )}2,2({ 21114
1 xxf nn
n  is a Cauchy sequence. Since the space Y  is complete, this 

sequence is convergent and we define YXF →2:  by 
)2,2(lim),( 21114

1
2111 xxfxxF nn

n
n

∞→
= .                                                                                                          (2.8) 

Putting 0=m , letting ∞→n  in (2.7) we see that (2.2) holds. 
Next, fix also 2

1211 ),( Xxx ∈  and note that according to (2.6) we have 
δnnn ii i

n
i

nnnnn xxfxxxxf
4
25

}2,1{, 214
1

222112114
1 ||)2,2()22,22(||

21 21
≤−++ ∑ ∈

. 

Letting ∞→n  in the above inequality and using (2.8) we see that the mapping F  is a bi-additive 
mapping. 

Finally, assume that YXF →2' :  is another bi-additive mapping satisfying (2.2) and fix 
}0{∪∈ Nn . Then, using the bi-additivity of F  and 'F , we have 

||),(),(|| 21
'

21 xxFxxF −  
||)2,2()2,2(|| 21

'
4
1

214
1 xxFxxF nnnn

nn −=  

||)2,2()2,2(|| 214
1

214
1 xxfxxF nnnn

nn −≤  
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||)2,2()2,2(|| 214
1

21
'

4
1 xxfxxF nnnn

nn −+  

δ3
25

4
2
n≤ ,  

whence letting ∞→n  we obtain 'FF = . 
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